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Abstract— Router is an important component of the 

network. Routers are placed where two or more network 

connects. Routers receive and send data using ports. This 

paper proposes a traffic management service at routers. The 

routers are deployed with datarate control mechanism to 

handle the network traffic. In other traffic control protocols, 

in order to compute the data sending speed, it is required to 

estimate necessary network parameters and compute amount 

of memory consumed. In our approach, router reads the 

datarate from the network interface thus by avoiding the 

computational overhead and resource consumption 

problems. Router receives file from sender node, it convert 

received file into packets based on the fixed length. Router 

sends processed packets to receiver node and checks 

whether it has reached maximum bandwidth. Router stops 

sending packets once maximum bandwidth is reached and 

waits until previous sent packets are delivered to receiver 

node. Router repeats this process for remaining packets 

available in the queue. Receiver re-assembles the received 

packets into a single file. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Network Congestion occurs when link carries so much of 

data that deteriorates quality of service. A common cause 

for network congestion is difference in speed between 

networks. Data loss occurs due to buffer overflow. In 

network congestion, all data packets will not be dropped. 

The un-dropped packets arrives destination node with low 

latency and retransmitted packets arrive with high latency to 

receiver node. Packet retransmission can increase the round 

trip time and traffic congestion. Sender transmits data up to 

the window size before waits for an acknowledgement. The 

receiver advertise amount of free memory allocated for the 

connection. Otherwise packets get dropped due to lack of 

memory. The sender allocates same amount of free memory 

as of receiver for better performance. The sender holds data 

in its memory until it gets an acknowledgement from 

receiver. Sender has to wait more time for an 

acknowledgement when receiver node is so far. In this case 

if sender memory is small then sender blocks data 

transmission. Packet loss can occur due to data corruption or 

loss during transmission. Major cause for packet loss is due 

to weak signals, fading, faulty networking hardware and 

faulty network drivers. Networking equipment uses first in 

first out queuing for packets and packets get dropped if the 

queue is full at the time of packet received. Router drop 

packets when there is no enough memory to read packets 

data. The dropped packets arrives receiver node with high 

latency. The un-dropped packet arrives with low latency 

compared to retransmitted packets. In networking, Sender 

process checks whether destination node is available in the 

same network or different network. Sender accomplishes 

this by using subnet mask address of the network. 

When data traffic increases at router, queue time of 

the packet increases. Router does nothing to accelerate the 

data traffic nor avoids excessive incoming packets at router. 

Router can limit the bandwidth utilization by avoiding 

excessive data packets. In traditional traffic control 

protocols, in order to compute the data sending speed, it is 

required to estimate necessary network parameters and 

compute amount of memory consumed. This leads to 

computational overhead and resource consumption problem. 

To overcome from this, Router reads the datarate from the 

network interface and avoids congestion by sending limited 

number of data packets based on available bandwidth. 

II. FEATURES CONTROLLED BY THE SYSTEM 

Router process control transfer of packets based on available 

datarate. Router process considers system datarate before 

sending packets to receiver. Router process checks whether 

it has reached maximum bandwidth. If router reaches 

maximum bandwidth then system waits until previously sent 

packets are deliver to receiver process. When router receives 

file from sender process, it converts file into packets.  

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. M. Yogeshwari M.E and P. Deepavathi, “Intelligent 

Traffic Management Service (ITMS) For High Speed 

Networks Using Intel Rate Control”, 2014. 

M. Yogeshwari M.E and P. Deepavathi proposed a concept 

that packets travel on a shortest path. The packet routing and 

scheduling separates using a splitting algorithm built on the 

concept of shadow. The real packets do explore long routes. 

This functionality is performed by the shadow packet. This 

approach demonstrated wavelength-routing interconnect 

technique with three stage architecture. The technique uses 

an optical wavelength division multiplexing link and 

dynamic bandwidth-sharing among wavelengths. 

B. Jungang Liu and W. W. Yang,“Using Fuzzy Logic 

Control to Provide Intelligent Traffic Management Service 

For High Speed Networks”, 2013 

Jungang Liu and W. W. Yang, proposed a controller to 

manage network congestion in order to provide quality of 

service for network applications. Controller is designed by 

analyzing disadvantages of existing congestion control 

protocols. Controller uses instantaneous queue size alone to 

efficiently throttle the source sending rate. The controller 

computes an allowed source transmission rate according to 

the IQSize and then compares it with the rate recorded in 

Req_rate field. If Req_rate is greater than the computed 

source rate then system updates computed source rate in the 
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packet. The packet travel along the network and reaches 

destination node. 

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 

Sender process transfer file to router process. Router process 

receives file from sender process and converts file into 

packets. The packets are created based on the packet length. 

Router process captures the network speed from the network 

interface and delivers packet to receiver process. Router 

process control transfer of packets based on available 

datarate and make sure it forwards the packets to receiver 

based on the available datarate. Router process checks 

whether it has forwarded the packets equal to datarate of the 

system. If router has transferred data equal to datarate of the 

system waits for all packets to deliver to receiver process. 

Router waits until previously sent packets are reached to 

receiver. Router control the data flow based on the network 

speed of the system. Router process handles the traffic 

intelligently by controlling dataflow traffic. Receiver merges 

received packets and write packets data into a new file, this 

process repeats for received packets. 

 
Fig. 1 Collaboration diagram of Sender, Router and 

Receiver process. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Router process performs segmentation of received data and 

transfer packet to receiver node. Router process control 

packet transfer based on the available datarate at network 

interface. Router Process avoids traffic congestion for 

excessive incoming data flow and shows improvements in 

traffic management. 

VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

Router uses fixed transmission unit to make a packet at 

router. Variable packet size can be used to make a packet to 

transfer data to destination node. 
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